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JOINT CAMPAIGN BY EUD (Union of European 

Federalists) AND JEF (Young European Federalists)



OUR OBJECTIVES 

 Raising awareness: focus on the 2019 European Elections 

and their importance for European democracy and 

political future

 Mobilising citizens: encourage people to use their vote in 

a pro-European way and activate them to join the 

campaign

 Expressing demands: promoting clear political demands, 

addressing candidates, parties and institutions

 Partaking instead of waiting: Having an impact on voters 

and in the political debate! 



OUR KEY MESSAGES

 The future of the European Union relies on the 

vote of citizens

 Discussion and action can enable progress

 Anyone can do something to spread the message

about the European Elections.

 Every vote counts! 





OUR POLITICAL DEMANDS 

1. Making Europe stronger! 
Europa stärker machen

2. Making Europe more democratic!
Europa demokratischer machen

3. Making Europe more social!
Europa sozialer machen

4. Making Europe visible!
Europa sichtbar machen

5. Making Europa more innovative!
Europa innovativer machen

6. Making Europe more solidary!
Europa solidarischer machen

7. Making Europe possible!
Europa möglich machen



OUR ACTIVITIES

 Online campaigning

website europamachen.eu 

 social media

 Events:

 nationwide citizens dialogues

 school events

public discussions

 street actions

 local workshops





OUR ACTIVITIES

 Networking:

 cooperation with campaign of JEF Europe and 

Union of European Federalists (UEF) „I Choose

Europe“

Cooperating with like-minded organisations

 Exchange with politicians and public authorities

 Info material:

 Dissemination of info material and merchandise items, 

designed to promote the European Elections





IN BRIEF: 

 Call to action and call to vote

 Campaign of events and exchange

 Promote political demands

 Campaign material 

 How-to-papers and ideas for events

 powered by: EUD and JEF!

europamachen.eu

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/EuropaMachen

Twitter: @europamachen 

Instagram: europamachen


